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ADOPTABLE TRAIL SECTIONS
PROVO PARKWAY TRAIL SECTIONS
This section of Provo River Parkway Trail is nine-miles of trail that begins at Utah Lake State Park and winds
along the Provo River for five miles and then along University Avenue to the mouth of Provo Canyon. This
trail connects several city, county and state parks, shopping areas, and businesses along the way. The trail
is a paved, multi-use pathway suited to walkers and joggers, bicyclists and in-line skaters. The path is 8-10
feet wide and nearly flat most of the way. Maintenance to include 1.Vandalism repair 2. Litter removal 3.
Landscaping maintenance 4. Erosion damage.
Service Work Done: April- October

SECTION #1 - GENEVA RD. TRAILHEAD
West towards Utah Lake to second gate
Starting at the trail head on Boat Harbor Dr and heading east the trail follows the river and passes the 1st
mile marker. The trail mostly follows along the river behind neighborhoods. The trail then passes the 2nd mile
marker and continues east until it reaches the Geneva Road Trail Head.

SECTION #2 – FORT UTAH
Fort Utah Park to Wilderness Park
This trail section begins on the East side of Geneva Road. The trail follows the north end of Ft Utah Park
and goes through the KOA trailer park with fences on both sides of the trail. The trail then goes under the
freeway. Here you pass the 3rd mile marker. There is a second underpass before you get to Paul Reams
wilderness park. This section ends at the bridge into the main part of the park.

SECTION #3 – WILDERNESS PARK
Wilderness Park to Exchange Park
Starting at the bridge at Wilderness park, this trail heads east passing through Riverside park and behind a
neighborhood. The trail then connects with a sidewalk on 800 N. The trail then goes under 820 N and passes
by the RAH building. Just before you enter Exchange park is the 4th mile marker. The trail section ends at
the North Pavilion.

SECTION #4 - MOONRIVER
Exchange Park to Bridge by Branbury (Moonriver Dr.)
From the North Pavilion in Exchange park the trail heads north east and goes under Columbia lane and State
Street. After State Street the trail follows Moon River Dr. around the north of the Macey’s shopping complex.
The trail then reaches a bridge at 1625 N. which is the end of the section.

SECTION #5 – LDS PICTURE STUDIO
Branbury to LDS Studio (300W 2230N to 449W 1720N)
From the Branbury bridge the trail heads north along the river and behind the Branbury apartment complex.
The 5th mile marker is right after the bridge. The trail goes under University parkway and goes behind the
Bon Losse business park until 2230 N. After the underpass the trail comes to the LDS Picture Studios trail
head. The section ends at the bridge.

SECTION #6 – UNIVERSITY AVE
Will’s Pit Stop to 4200 North
On 3700 N and University Ave. there is a gas station called Wills Pit Stop. On the west side of the station
there is an entrance to the trail section. This section heads north, paralleling University Ave. The trail goes
through an undeveloped area until it reaches 4200 N at which point the Greenway secion begins.

SECTION #7 – UNIVERSITY GREENWAY
4200 North to 4800 North
At 4200 N. the Greenway trail section heads north and passes through an orchard section of the trail until it
reaches 4500 N. From there you pass the 8th mile marker. The section ends at 4800 N.

SECTION #8 – RIVERWOODS
4800 N to 5600 N This trail section runs parallel to the Riverwoods shopping complex and business park.
These areas are managed by the businesses in the area. Just past 5200 N. the business complex ends and
the trail passes along undeveloped areas till 5600 N at the city limits. At this point is located the 9th mile
marker and the end of the section.

BONNEVILLE SHORELINE TRAIL SECTIONS
Bonneville Shoreline Trail is an advanced–intermediate single track trail that generally follows the old Lake
Bonneville shore line. The trail winds in and out of the canyons and across the mountain faces, providing
access to a variety of habitats. Trail users can find Quiet babbling brooks, dense stands of scrub oak and
sagebrush hillsides, offering many views. While the trail is not completed in all communities, there are
numerous easily accessible trailheads, some starting with difficult climbs, others with no climbs or descents
at all. All sections of the trail are either dirt or gravel; this is not an all-season trail. Snow remains until late
April, Motor Vehicles are supposed to be prohibited along the trail but some sections are still actively used
by motorcycles, 4-wheelers and ORVs. Maintenance along this trail will include 1. Clearing the passageway 2.
Landscaping maintenance 3. Erosion damage 4. Vandalism repair 5. Litter removal 6. sign posting

SECTION #1- BRIDAL VEIL TO SQUAW PEAK
(3.25 miles)- Provo Canyon
The trail starts on the south side of Bridal Veil Park at roughly the middle point. The trailhead is on the
upper trail running closer to the mountain side. The trail is a single track the runs along the south side of the
canyon through areas of mostly scrub oak. The trail follows the contour of the mountain side and opens up
into some meadow areas and thicker growth. Toward the end of the trail it connects with a utility road for a
short distance and then breaks off as a single track until it intersects Squaw Peak Road.

SECTION #2- SQUAW PEAK TO PROVO
(2.50 miles)- Provo Canyon
On the west side of Squaw Peak Rd the trail picks up and heads south west along the mountain range. After
a short distance the trail goes around a ravine and then connect to a utility road. Not long after the trail
leaves the utility road as a single track. The intersection is just before the utility road veers to the west. The
trail heads south over a saddle and then follows the contours of the mountain side through a burned out
section of the mountain. The trail then reaches a plateau and continues south until it connects with another
utility road which heads west around the mount to the North of East Lawn Cemetery. There are then a series
of switch backs heading south down the mount and around the east side of the cemetery. The trail then exits
into the Brookshire Cir. cul-de-sac.

SECTION # 3- ROCK CANYON NORTH
(1.0 mile)- Provo Canyon
This trail section includes a connector trail that runs through a neighborhood. The trail starts at Brookshire
Cir. and connects with Foothill Dr heading south. The connector passes Sherwood Hillside Park and
continues until it comes to a T. The connector goes through Navajo ln which is just west of Foothill. The trail
follows Navajo until it reaches the intersection with Iroqouis Dr. From there the connector heads east up to
Piute dr. On the south end of the dead end street there is an entrance into the actual BST. The trail starts
with a rather steep hill and then quickly goes down hill heading south toward rock canyon. The trail passes a
retention basin to the west of the trail and continues south following the contours of the mountain side until
it enters into Rock Canyon. The trail ends at the bridge crossing the wash on the north end of the canyon.

SECTION # 4- ROCK CANYON TO SLATE CANYON
(3.60miles)- 2620 North 1200 East
The trail is more of a utility road from Rock Canyon heading south. The trail begins at the bridge on the
north end of the canyon and follows a single track through the canyon until the south end where it widens
and bends out of the canyon along the mountain side. The trail stays a little distance to the east of most
developments but in some cases is right at the boarder of several back yards. After roughly a mile and a half
the trail intersects with the Y-Mount trail head and crosses the parking lot where the trail picks up again at
the south. After cirlcling a ravine the trail plateaus for a distance and then climbs briefly before descending
into Slate Canyon. The descent is a little confusing as the trail enters the canyon. The trail has several paths
that go into the canyon or cut across the mouth only. The trail ends when it reaches the upper parking lot of
the canyon.

SECTION # 5- SLATE CANYON TO SPRINGVILLE
(2.90 miles)- Provo Canyon
The beginning of this section is very convoluted. From the parking lot the trail heads west along the main
road until it reaches an odd intersection with a large dirt road to the south. ATV’s have created many trails
through the area so it can be difficult to locate the right trail. Fortunately most trails will meet back up
farther south and if not it is easy to locate the real trail after a short distance to the south. In order to stay
on the official trail, stay to the west of the large dirt road and there will be a fairly traveled utility road that
serves as the trail. Roughly a half mile south of the intersection there is an old lime kiln on the east as well as
a flood barrier. The trail crosses over the barrier and continues south and gains elevation before reaching a
water tower. The trail then continues south along a utility road which goes above a rock quarry at the north
of Springville.

OTHER PROVO TRAIL SECTIONS
These trail sections include various equestrian, hiking and biking trails throughout the city as well as the
canyon. Most are not extensive trails and have mild to moderate difficulty levels. Maintenance to include
1.Vandalism repair 2. Litter removal 3. Landscaping maintenance 4. Erosion damage.
Service Work Done: April- October

SECTION #8-- INDIAN ROAD TRAILHEAD
5600 North Canyon Road
The trail begins at the trail head and heads north along a rather boring utility road. After some moderately
steep inclines the utility road turns into a single track and begins a series of switch backs to the plateau on
the south side of Provo Canyon. Once on the plateau the trail continues east for a distance and then can
connect with the BST Squaw Peak section if one heads southeast. The trail continues east into the canyon
along the plateau and eventually ends.

SECTION # 9 – MOUNT
950 North 1700 East
Y-Mount trail begins at the trail head and climbs east up the mountain. There are a series of 12 switch
backs that takes the trail up to the lower part of the Y or the trail continues on to the south which will
end at the top of the Y. It is a fairly strenuous hike.

SECTION # 10 – COLLEGE CONNECTOR
University Ave to 850 W along University Parkway
The College Connector is a paved trail that runs from University Ave along University Parkway to the
boarder of Provo City. The trail is mostly maintained by businesses along the parkway.

SECTION # 11 – BIG SPRINGS LOOP TRAIL
Single track trail off of the first parking lot.
At the first parking lot in Big Springs Park there is a tool shed on the south side. Next to the shed is the
trail head. This trail is a loop trail with several loop trails that branch off of it or are planned to branch off
in the future. From the trail head the trail heads east into the meadow. The trail heads to the stream and
follows along the west side until it crosses at a bridge. The trail follows along South Fork road and cuts
through growth along the river and through an aspen grove. The trail then crosses the river again and
heads farther west and south into the meadow through the grass until it comes to the river as it bends
toward the west. After following the river west the trail enters into a woody area and heads north again
through the woods. (Eventually there will be another meadow loop toward the south on the other side
of the river) The trail crosses an old irrigation ditch and then climbs onto the side of the hill and follows
the contours to the park again where it loops east to the shed again. Where the trail meets the park and
turns east there is an intersection with a trail to the west that climbs

